CEDIA 2018 in San Diego showcased Totem’s dedication and vast capabilities in

the Custom Installation domain. The beautiful booth was consistently packed with attendees enjoying our
mesmerizing sound and being wowed by the innovative new products. It’s an exciting time to be part of team
Totem!

Read on for all the latest news and developments from Totem!

Tribe V anchored a 5.2.4 Atmos system that was
both visually and acoustically spectacular.

CEDIA is all about custom integration, and Totem
exhibited a tour de force with our custom portfolio.

The Tribe Tower has become a preferred choice of
designers, and made its debut in stunning Fire Red.

The entire team that made CEDIA possible, from our
setup crew to our president and everyone in between.
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NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS

KIN Play is the evolution of audio, designed
for the next generation of music lovers. These
powered bookshelf speakers provide an easy to
use yet versatile audio solution free from the
burden of being physically bound or reliant on
separate, complicated amplifiers. Bluetooth with
Qualcomm® aptX™ technology provides high
resolution, wireless streaming from your favorite
Bluetooth enabled device like a phone or tablet.
An array of analog and digital inputs allows the
connection of a wide selection of sources, from
gaming systems to turntables, and everything in
between. Enjoying Totem sound has never been
easier! KIN Play will retail for $US1000/pair.

KIN Outdoor brings Totem to the

garden, deck, and all your favorite open-air
locations. The enclosure is IP66 rated so it is dust
tight and can withstand powerful jets of water,
ensuring it will handle extreme weather events.
An input cover ensures the connection is well
protected from the elements and the supplied
bracket provides an easy installation. Like the
KIN Slim series, it’s equipped with carbon fiber
woofers and ceramic tweeters for Totem’s
cherished sonic signature. Outdoor 6 will retail at
$US600/pair.
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NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS

KIN Slim series was created to ensure that there is an architectural solution for every challenging application.

The 5 in-wall, in-ceiling, and angled in-ceiling models are designed with extremely shallow mounting depths for
situations where space is restricted. In addition to their low profile, they are equipped with exceptional acoustic
features such as carbon fiber woofers and ceramic tweeters to provide the performance associated with Kin
Architectural. Pre-construction kits for every model are also available. Prices will range from $US400-$700/pair.

Solution Bars will soon expand the range and versatility of Totem’s legendary on-wall architectural

portfolio. Passive designs allow installers to use them with the same multi-channel amplifiers driving other zones
throughout a home, providing performance far superior to active soundbars. The Duo Solution Bar is two channel
design while the Trio Solution Bar is a three channel LCR. The stereo Torrent Solution Bar features Totem’s
revolutionary 4” Torrent drivers. All are sized to fit screens 65” and larger and come equipped with wall brackets
designed for a sturdy yet simple installation. Projected pricing will be in the $2000-$4500 range.
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RAVE REVIEWS ON THE TRIBE TOWER
There is no other way to put it –
the Totem Tribe Tower is a
knockout success. The musician
inside you will love it for its
sound, while the interior
designer inside you will adore its
timeless beauty. To me, it’s
worth every penny of its asking
price and more. After 14 years
of publishing this magazine, it’s
not that easy to impress me, yet
this speaker managed to do so in
spades. There’s simply nothing
quite like the Tribe Tower.
Suave Kajko Novo July/August
2018
What appears to be a beautiful,
slim lifestyle loudspeaker is in
fact a large floor standing
speaker with audiophile
qualities. Both in terms of quality
of sound and quantity of output,
the loudspeaker fills a large
space with the greatest of ease.
They know how to create a large,
deep and wide stereo image, and
the speakers disappear. If you
are looking for a monitor-sized
speaker with the performance of
a large floorstander that doesn’t
require a separate subwoofer,
then look no further and audition
the Totem Tribe Tower at your
dealer.
HiFi.nl, August 2018
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RAVE REVIEWS ON SIGNATURE ONE
I could see deep into the music, and as
the track rose I stuck with it, the
already enveloping acoustic rendered
clearly and gently by the Signature
One’s sophisticated top end. It’s
eminently enjoyable to listen to. The
Totem is a winner in large part to its
extremely refined treble, which strokes
the ear rather than poking at it in the
name of detail. Add in the millionmile depth of the Signature Ones’
soundstage, their tight and
authoritative bass, and their
disappearing-act imaging, and your
$2650 buys you a lot of speaker in two
little boxes. I’m still mourning the
demise of Totem’s Model 1, but their
Signature One is a worthy successor.
Jason Thorpe, Soundstage, April 2018
Totem legitimized small speakers and
banished the idea that speakers should
be purchased by weight rather than
sound…it may astonish you with its
sheer musicality, and its willingness to
take on pretty much any kind of music.
This speaker is really a pretty good
way of celebrating a major
anniversary. The original Model One
was good enough to launch a major
new speaker brand. These, as you
might hope and expect, are even
better.
Gerard Rejskind, UHF, Summer 2018
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Selling with
Totem is excited to announce that our product information will soon be available on Salez Toolz. Similar to D-Tools
but much more engaging, Salez Toolz uses hundreds of product images in lifestyle settings to convey a more
powerful and understandable presentation to your clients. Combined with a marketing description and retail price,
customers are provided the information they need to make an informed, prompt buying decision.

Don’t Judge a Speaker by its Name
The Tribe and Kin Side Center speakers were
designed to fit between standard 16” stud
spacing and used as compact, high impact center
and surround channels, but they’re so much
more. Position them vertically and they’re
perfectly suited as in-walls. Equipped with
integrated back boxes to ensure consistent
performance and more conveniently sized than
KIN or Tribe In-Wall, consider them for
applications far beyond what their names imply!
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Totem’s Top Tracks

Always one of the most anticipated portions of our newsletters, we are back with 5 more impressive, impactful
demo tracks. Totem carefully selects and uses them for sales presentations, promotional events, and even
voicing new products. These tracks are all accessible on Tidal and Spotify, so you can easily add them to your
library and presentations.

Roxanne, Petra Magoni Ferruccio Spinetti, Musica Nuda Live à FIP
The Police classic is reborn with a jazz twist in this live, raw performance. The track consists of only a
stand-up bass and a female vocalist in an intimate environment, so every minute musical detail is on full
display. It highlights the accuracy and imaging of every Totem speaker but those equipped with Torrent
drivers provide the speed and control to practically transport the listener to the event.

Hey Joe, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Hey Joe
Another remake of a classic, this time its Jimi Hendrix being reimagined. The obsessive attention to detail
-the simmering restraint in each sharply exhaled vocal, prominent bass stab, rumble of piano, or flicker of
guitar – is holographically recreated best by Totem towers. The added warmth of a tower provides an
equal counterpart to the cool vocals for smooth overall tonality.

Drums Stop, No Good Steve Smith, The best of Steve Smith
Someone at some point will ask you to play something with prominent percussion. This is the cut to play.
Steve Smith is best known as being the drummer from Journey, but his portfolio CV is far more extensive,
and this track features his drumming expertise fusing with a stand-up bass. It’s powerful yet controlled,
loaded with impact and speed. Totem’s phase linearity, particularly in the monitors, makes it sound like
its on a stage right in front of you.

Before My Time, Johnny Cash, American III: Solitary Man
To many of us, the low rumble of his voice is a comforting and familiar sound, and while we’ll never get
him back, it’s nice to come across his spirit on recordings like this. The realism is ghostly, the palpable
presence downright uncanny. Play this cut with virtually any Totem speaker and they will all faithfully
recreate the chestiness of the vocals and timber precision of the strings.

Six Strings Down, Hans Theessink, Lifeline
With his warm baritone and exquisite work on stringed instruments, Hans creates a laidback hypnotic
groove and draws his audience into a rare and intimate listening experience. It’s classic blues. His depth
is contrasted nicely by his back up singers, and both are always supported by his haunting melodies.
Forest makes this track come alive like no other, Signature one a close second.
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DID YOU KNOW…

…it takes over 28lbs (13 kg) of metals to
make a 7” Torrent driver?
The Precision CNC machined chassis
incorporates aluminum, stainless steel, and
other select metals in the machining process
to produce the final acoustic sculpture
weighing 10 lb (4.6 KG). This very expensive
driver is designed and manufactured in-house
by Totem.

…mass loading a speaker has the same
acoustic effect as changing its placement?
An enclosed cavity at the base of certain
Totem towers allow it to be filled with media.
The effect of filling a speaker is like changing
the position of the speaker to find the best
sounding spot for it without actually moving
it. It improves stability and fine tunes bass
performance within the room.

…over 40 different wires are used by Totem?
Varying in gauge, shielding, and material, each one was meticulously selected for their individual
characteristics and their resulting performance within the specific application.
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